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ABSTRACT
D)'namic soarint is a flitht method for exhachng energy

ftom horizontal wind the strength of which vades with alti-
tude and which is termed shear wind. Behind ridges, sig-
nificant shear wind conditions carl exist so that d]'namic
soarint is possible. An optimal conlrol teclnfque is used for
deternrining d''namic soarinS trajectories at ridges for max-
imizing the enerty transfer from the moving air to the
sailplane. Particular emphasis is placed on achieving results
Ior the required shear wind strength.

INTRODUCTION
D)'namic soarint is a flitht method with the use of which

a sailplane extracts energy from horizontaly movinS air.
This method differs ftom well-known soaring techniques
lik€ thermalinS ar'd hang SIidinS where upwads movint
air is used for feeding energy to the sailplane. For continu-
ous d),namic soarint, it is necessary that the horizontally
moving air is not .onstant but changes with altitude. This
twe of wind is called shear wind or shear flow.

The possibility of utilizing shear wind for soarint flight
has been considered for quite a time, Refs. 1-15.
lnvestiSations based on enerty estimates and numerical
simulations provided valuabl€ information about the wind
shengh necessary for dynamic soanng. Further, modern
optimization techniques have been applied to the d),namic
soaring problem, Refs. 16-19. Thus, precise results have
been obtained for the minimum shear wind strength
required for dynamic soaring and for the increase of the
ener8y state of a sailplane when stronter shear wind con-
ditions exist.

ln mouniainous regions, shear winds arc possible at
ridges. A wind coming over the top of a ridge produces a
shear wind condition behind the ddte where a separation
boundary between dre wind area and a zone of still air
exists. Such shear winds are used by model gliders for
dlaumic soaring, Rei 20.

It is the purpose of this papff to determine optimal
dynamic soa ng trajecto es at ridges for full-size
sailplanes, with the goal of maximizint the energy transfer
from dre movint air to the vehicle. Related performance
and .ontrol issues are considered. ln paticular, it will be
shown which shear wind shentth is required for dynamic
soarint.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
Basical, ar' optimal d],nainic soaring trajectory for max-

imum enerty extmction frcm the moving air has a form as

shown in Figure 1. Starting from point 1, the sailplane per-

forms a turn and then a climb atainst the wind. In the
upper part of the trajectory, it tums rnto dre wlnd and
descends until it reach€s a similar altitude level as before
where it aSain stats a d),namic soaring maneuver like the
one described. There may be a shear wind condition such
that there is the same enerty state of the sailplane at point 2

as compared with point 1 (same valu€s for altitude and for
inertial speed, respectively). This case represents an en€r8y-
neulral trajectory, meaning that d',namic soaring can be
performed continuously without increasinS or decreasing
the enerty state of the aircraft when reaching the end of a

cycle as denoted by point 2. For treating energy-neutral
d].namic soaring. it is sufficient to consider a single cycle as
defin€d by tlrc section between points 1 and 2 in Figure 1. A
cycle which may be considered a basic element of an opti-
mal d).namic soaring hajectory shows periodic properties
as retards speed and altitude when comparing the final
conditions at point 2 with $e initial conditions at point 1.

The described form of optimal dlaramic soa ng trajecto-
ries may be classified as a bend rr?e path. As an altenative,
there can be spiral tj,?e hajectories, Figure 2. It can be
shown (Ref. 16) that th€y are inferior to the bend tlpe tra-
jectories or equal at best wi$ iegard to the energy extrac-
tion from the movint air. The present paper will focus on
the spiral r}?e trajectories. Tllis is because d1ey may best fit
to the limited spatial extent of the shear wind region at
ridSes in the lateral dir€ction. Further, the spiral rype trajec-
tories are considered to be of a closed form, i.e., the begin-
ning (point 1) and end (poin! 2) of a cycle coincide. This
special spiral form may be termed an oval twe hajectory.
The oval characteristic is again considered to be adequate
for the limited spatial shear wind extent.

The shear wind condiiion ata ridge is schematically illus-
hated in FiSure 3. The wind is cominS toward the hiII ftom
fte left, widl the angles of tlle arows indicatinS the
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Fig. 1 Optimal dynamic soaring lrajeclory of bend type



direction of the wind. There is a boundary layer behreen
the ddte surlace and the free flow' The steep drop of tIrc
slope hiII causes the wind together with the bomdary layer
to separate from the hill, r€sulting in a wind shear zone
between areas of wind and of still air. This wind shear zone
oflers the possibility for d)'nanic soaring.

The thickness of the boundary layer increases and the
shear wind gradient decreases with the distance from the
ridge. Accordingly, d).namic soaring is most efficiently pos-
sible in a region close to tI€ rid8e. It is assumed that tIrc
shear wind characteristics do not change much for small
distances from the rid8e, in a region where d)'namic soarint
can be performed. The shear wind characterjshcs in a
boundary layer as illustrated in Figure 4 may be modeled
as (Ref. 21)

Fig. 2 Oplimal dynamic soafing trcjectory of spiral type
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The quantities Vu,ftJ and. hrcl denote reference values

which can be used for indicating the strength o{ the wind
shear. This means that y?ary' provides a measure for ihe

shear wind strength, evaluated at an altitude o t h = ho + h,E

In this paper, a reference value of ftry'= 10m is applied. The

exponent m in Eq. (1) retates to terain suface properhes
which exet an effect on d1e shear wind characteristics. For
a terain surface with hees a]ld woods the exponent can be
set to 

''r 
= 0.2 (Ref. 21).

The optimal conhol problem ca]l now be formulated as to
determine the minimum shear wind strength required for
an energy-neutral hajectory. Accordirylt the following per-
formance criterion may be introduced, using the ieference
value y.,,,"r" as a measure for the shear wind strengthl

ated
(2)

Vw rel to h,",

Fis.4 Shearwind model

V (Airs

V- (lnertial Speed)

(Wind Speed)

Fig.5 Geodetic coordinale sysiem and speed veciols forflighi
in honzontal shear wind

peed)

It is then necessary to determine &e minimum of.f for a

cycle as described above, with the cycle time fry. introduced

as the time intelval between pornts 1 and 2 a€cording to
Fiture 2.

Vehi.le Dynamics and Optimal Control
Problem Formulation

Sailplane d),nanics are described using a pornt mass
model with reference to an earth fixed coordinate system.
The moving air is apprcpdately accounted for Figure 5
shows the earth fixed reference system, with the x8 axis

selected parallel to the wind, and the speed vecto$ describ-
ing the movint air and the motion of the sailplane. The
equations of motion maybew tten as:

.DL
u t, = -a,t- t (t,,t-

.DL
Y x, = -at- I a"t-"mm
.DL
'|x"=-a"t-ta*>--I-mn1
i" =ur" G)

a,t-cos/.cosL, a 
"1=cosp"sin/..os h + sir, !"sin I.

d i =cor/. sinl-, 4,. =cost" sin/. sin,{, -sint,, cos/.
4,, =-srn7-, a",=cosp"cosr" (4)

ho+h.r---_
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lhe aerod),namic foRes .re drdS .tnd tifl whi.h read

L=CL@/2)v'?S

D=C,(pt2)V'S

Drag chancteristics can be modeled as:

Ca=Coo+KC2t (6)

where the lift coefficient Cr js a control which is dete nined
by optimality computations.

The aerodynamic forces are dependent on ihe airspeed
v€ctor V, while the motion of the sailplane with reSard to
the earth is described by the inertial speed vector V( =
(ll1*z4r,zu1")T. They are related to each other by the follow-
ins expression (Figure s):

ihe smallestll values with l(0) = ,(t yc).

The controls are subject to the folowint inequality con-

(5) cLt,tilt<cL<cLt,n, 0o)
-90det<pd<90deg

The optimal control problem can now be formulated as to
determine the controls, the initial conditions V1(0) = (ll,r(0,

Vks(0rtots(0))r and H(0) ar'd the optimal cycle time f.y.

which minimize the performance criterion / = Vu,tfsu5ject
to the d)'namic system Eq. (3), the boundary conditions Eq.
(9) and the controls inequality constraints Eq. (10)l

71ry = 1cr1ry,p,1ryr (11)

is approximated by a parameter vector p. With ieference to
a subdivision of the aime period:

(7n)

with the use of V?, = (V?,,0,0)T, Eq. (4 may be rewritten as

Y = (up, + V,u,zryWp)T

0 = tt<tf -.<t n-t<\t=tcyc

the following relation is appliedl

l(t=Uj (p,t), t i<t<t i+l

T=V /P\t 1D,tL:J \ -

is to be minimized and the boundary conditions have

(7b)

The remainint angle, pa, which describes banldng of the
lift vector is a control. It is detemined by optimality com-
putations.

For oval tt?e cycle of an enerSy-neutral trajectort the fol-
lowing boundary conditions hold:

,frs(0) = ,*s (rryr, ,k (0) = ,*s (t v., r,rs (0) = pk (tcyr, (9)

l(0) = ft(tcyr, r8 (0) = :\s (t y.) = 0, ys (0) = yE(fryJ = 0

For ?ukg, tlle countary condition can be chosen as ?rk8 = 0

since there is a point of the trajectory where this value
holds. This implies that beginning ar'd end of a cycle (points
1 and 2 in Figure 2) are corespondingly selected, yieldn€

(13)

(12)

(14)

(1s)

v=F-Sv-l'*,'"*4 (zc)

Two of the angles of the aerodynamic coordrnate system
used in Eqs. (3) and (4) are detemined byl

'" v
(8)

'- u.. +v...

The function Ui is an estimation of the control foi interval
j, wit}l. j=1,...,n'1

The controls were detemined usins linear functions. For

dven initial conditions, the equations of motion, Eq. (3) caJI

be integrated usinS the estimated control values. Thus, an
evaluation with regard to the performance criterion and the
boundary conditions is possible. This results in a noninear
problem where the performanc€ criterin:

For solving $e described optimat conhol probl€m, efficient
numerical optimization methods and computational tech-
niques are required whrch are capable of coping with com-
plex functional relationships including various kinds of
conshaints. The numerical iflvestigation was performed
usint the parameterization optimization technique ALIOS
of Ref. 22 with lhe graphical environment GESOP of Ref. 23.

Results for Optimal Energy-Neutral Tra,ectori€s

Results for an optimized oval energy-neutral trajectory
of d''namic soaring at a ridge are shown in Figures 6-9 for a
sailplane wift a ma{mum lift-to-drag ratio of (L/D),,/r_r =

45 and a wir1g loading of trls=50k8,/m2, applying
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Fis.6 Optimalovaltype dynamic soaring lGjeclory for sailplane with
(Uo),., = 45 and m/S = 50 kg/m'(h rcfercnced to boltom of ndge)
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Fig. 7 Speeds and altitude of ovaltype dynamic soaring lrajectory
iorsallplane with (UD)^, =45 and m/S = 50 kg/m:
(h referenc€d lo boilom of idge)

quadratic dmg polar characteristics according to Eq. (6).

The altitude of the ridge is assumed to be 200 m. From the
optimization computations it follows as a main result that
a shear wind strength ot Vi!,r.I= 2.44 n/s at l].r.f = 10rr. is

required for condnuously performing d)'namic soarins The
cycle time amounts to ;er" = 17.76 s. FiSure 6 provides a per-

spective view on the trajectory. showing the motion in the

Fiture 7 Fesents the history of state variables providinS
more quantitative information of the motion. Ai$peed is
larger than inertial speed during the first part of a cycle
because the sailplane moves in a direction against the wind.
The opposite holds for the second part. As an imPortant
rcsult for the practical utilization of the optimal dlnamic
soadnt trajectory the maximum of the aiispeed stays weII
below possible Iimits for sailplanes which arc in the order of
90 m/s.

The altitude time history is also presented in FiSure 7

showinS that the altitude range of the optimal dl.namic
soaring cycle is about 85 m. The upper tum ftom a direction
atainst the wind into the wind is performed at aJl altitude
where the wind sp€ed is comparatively hith. This charac-
te stic of the upper tum which is most important for the
energy transfer ftom the moving atu to the sailplane indi-
cates that the wind spe€d is fully utilized Ior achi€vint an
enerty tain.

In figure 8. the behavior of the optimal controls is illus-
trated- The lifting capability of the sailplane is used to a
large extent. This particularly holds Ior the tum ulto the
wind at the upper part of the trajectory where the lift coef-

C-- Limit

12 t Isl i6

t I"l 16

Fig.8 Liftcoemcientand bank angle of ovallype dynamic soaing t6jeclory
forsailpanewilh (UO)... = 45and m/s = 50 ks/m:
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ficient CL takes on large values. Here, even the maximum
IiJt coefticient conshaint, Clnax. becomes active. For the

turn into a direction against the wind at the lower part of
the trajector, fte lift coefficient is reduced. It may be of
interest to compare the behavior of the lift coefficient and
the airspeecl which are, to a cetain degre€. complementary
to each other m ord€r to produce the optimal lift behavior.
Bank angle control p which is also illustrated in Fi&re 8 is
applied without reaching its limits. If takes on its largest
values during the tum against $e wind, in the lower part
of the trajectory.

An importarrt issue concems th€ load on pilot and vehi-
cl€. which can be described by the load factor This is illus-
tration in Figure 9 which pr€sents the load factor time his-
tory It shows that tlrc load factor does not reach exheme
values. Most significant for th€ practical utilization. the load

1o

40 50 60
lMaximum Liil-to-Draq Ralio (UD).,,

;8
!.

=
34
E

&2

30

Fig. 10 Required shear wind strength Vw related to hdfor optimal
dynamic soarins (ovallype tajeclory, m/S = 50 kg/m')

Saiplane 1 sirnilar to Ka 6E (m/s = 23.0 kg/mr), Club Class
sairprane 2 simirar to Ls 7 (m/s = 49.7 ks/mr), standad ctass
Saildane 3 similar toASw 22 (m/s = 46 kg/m'). Open Classt [s] 
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Fig.9 Load factor of ovaltype dynamic soadng lrajectory
forsailplane wilh (L/D)-, = 45 and m/S = 50 kg/m'

factor maximum stays well below acceptable limits which
are in the order of r?=.1.5-

An evaluation ofsystematic optimization computations is
presented in Figure 10 which shows the minimum shear
wind required for optimum enerty-neutral trajectories in
relation to d1e maximum lift-drag ratio oI sailplanes, apply-
int quadratic drat polar characteristics according to Eq. (5)

ancl a wing loading of nrlS=s0kg/m2. The presented data
cover a wide range of maximum lift-to-drag ratios of
sailplanes. As a main result, fte required shear wind
strength 4, /cl.is at a moderate level which can be consid-

ered as realistic and which is olten exceeded in existing
shear wind situalions at ridges. This result holds for fie
entire range of maximum lift-to-drag ratios, includhg
sailplanes of lower aerodynamic performance.

ln FiSure 10, the results for exxisring sailplanes ar€ also
presented. The models for their aerod),namic characteristics
are mor€ compl€x wllen compared with the quadratic drag
polar applied in Eq. (6). They account for hither order terms
and for non-symmetrical drag characteristics. TIle resulis

presented in Fi8ure 10 show that the values for these
sailplanes which may be regarded as representative for dif-
ferent sailplane classes are in atreement with the r€sult
obtained for tl1e quadralic drag polar modeting.

CONCLUSIONS
D],namic soarint which is a flight method for extractug

energy from horizontally moving air is considered fot wind
resions behind ridses where sisnificant shear flow concli

An optimal conlrol technique is used for determining
energy-neutral dynamic soaring trajectories such that
d''namic soaring is continuously possible. An evaluation is
presented for the required shear wind slrength depending
on the maximum lifFto-drat mtio of sailplanes. As a main
result, d1e requirecl shear wind strength is at a level which
can be considered as exisient in realistic shear wind situa-
tions. Furthermore, fte maximum values of airspeed and
load factor of dynamic soaring trajectories stay well below
limits acceptable for sailplanes.
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